LET G be a profinite group and N a normal subgroup. For any set S of primes we have a functor which takes a group G to its S-completion GS. In particular we have a morphism NS + GS. In general this map is not injective. In this paper we seek to find conditions which ensure that it is.
Since N is normal in G, the inner automorphisms of G preserve N and we have a homomorphism G +Aut(N).
Likewise, if NS + Gs is injective, we have a homomorphism GS + Aut(NS). Moreover it is not difficult to show that the diagram Thus a necessary condition that Ns + GS be injective is that the map G -+ Aut(NS) factor through GS. However even if N is finite, this condition is not sufficient.
The case where S consists of a single prime is of particular interest. Using a profinite extension of a theorem of P. Hall [3] on the structure of the automorphism group of a pgroup, we are able to give a simple reformulation of the above condition.
In case G + Aut(NS) does factor through GS, the kernel of NS -+ GS is contained in the center of NS. Thus when NS has trivial center, NS + Gs is injective. In the last section some profinite groups of geometric interest are shown to have trivial centers.
The primary motivation for this research comes from algebraic geometry in particular from the study of the l-adic cohomology of non-singular algebraic varieties. For more in this direction we refer the reader to [2] and [I] .
I would like to thank Professor Gerard Washnitzer for his constant help and encouragement during the period that this research was being done. I would also like to thank Professor Nicholas Katz for a helpful criticism. 
Ql. PRELlImmRIES
For basic definitions and results in the theory of profinite groups we refer to Serre, Cohomologie Galoisienne [5] and Shatz, Profnite Groups. Arithmetic and Geometry 161. Unless explicit mention to the contrary is made, all groups we consider are assumed to be topological groups, and we follow the convention that all homomorphisms are continuous and all subgroups are closed.
A profinite group is a compact totally disconnected topological group. The open normal subgroups of such a group form a neighborhood basis of the identity. From this it follows that a profinite group may be represented as the limit of an inverse system of finite groups where the finite groups are given the discrete topology. Moreover, it is clear that the limit of any such system is a profinite group.
If G is an abstract group we can define a topology on G by taking as a neighborhood basis of the identity the normal subgroups of finite index in G. Associated with this lattice of normal subgroups of G we have an inverse system of finite groups whose limit is denoted G and is called the profinite completion of G. There is a natural map G --) G.
Let G be a topological group such that there is a neighborhood basis of the identity of G consisting of open normal subgroups, e.g. G profinite or discrete. Let S be a set of rational primes and G' a closed normal subgroup of G. We define a new topology on G by taking as a neighborhood basis of the identity all open normal subgroups N of G such that G'jN A G' is a finite S-group, i.e. such that the primes dividing the order of G'/N n G' lie in S. Associated with this topology we have an inverse system of topological groups indexed by the open normal subgroups. The limit of this system is called the S completion ofG with respect to G' and is denoted GG'v '. If G' = e we call G", ' the S completion of G and denote it by GS. We note that there is a natural continuous homomorphism G --* GG'*' which is surjective if G/G' is profinite.
We can assign to each profinite group an order which is a "supernatural number,"
i.e. a product of rational prime powers in which primes may occur to the power infinity. If S is a set of rational primes we define a pro-S-group to be a profinite group such that the primes dividing its order lie in S. In particular we have the notion of a pro-p-group for p a rational prime. The Sylow theorems extend to this profinite situation. We define a quasi-pgroup to be a profinite group having an open subgroup which is a pro-p-group, e.g. Gl(n, Z,).
A group is said to be (topologically)jnitefy generated if there is a finite subset of the group which is contained in no proper (closed) subgroup. A group is said to be of type (F) if for any positive integer n there are only finitely many open subgroups of index n in the group. Any finitely generated group is of type (F). In general, being of type (F) is a weaker condition than being finitely generated. However, for quasi-p-groups the two conditions are equivalent.
The group of continuous automorphisms A of a profinite group G becomes a topological group under the topology of uniform convergence.
A is totally disconnected and complete but may not be compact. We refer the reader to Smith [7] for more details. For the sake of convenience and later reference we outline a proof of the following proposition. ,) . The subgroups G, form a neighborhood basis for the identity in G and thus the inverse system of finite groups G/G, converges to G. From this it is clear that Aut(G) is the limit of the inverse system formed by the Aut(G/G,),
i.e. a compatible sequence of automorphisms defines an automorphism of the group of compatible sequences.
BASIC EXACTNESS RESULTS
In this section we wish to investigate conditions under which an exact sequence of groups gives rise, under S-completion, to an exact sequence of pro-S-groups.
The following proposition shows that we need only investigate the preservation of injections. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. We want to investigate the kernel of the map NS -+ GS and discover conditions under which it is trivial.
The inner automorphisms of G act on N because N is normal in G. Thus we have a homomorphism G -+ Aut(N). Any automorphism of N induces an automorphism of NS and thus we have a homomorphism G -+Aut(NS). If NS -+ GS is injective we have a map GS + Aut(NS) and one may easily prove that under these conditions the map G + Aut(NS) factors through GS. If NS is a group of type (F) so that Aut(NS) is a profinite group, this condition is equivalent to the closure of the image of the map G -+ Aut(NS) being a pro-Sgroup.
Let Sl(2, 5) be the group of 2 x 2 matrices of determinant 1 with coefficients in the field 2/5Z. The center of Sl (2, 5) is the group *Id of order two. The 2-completion of Sl (2, 5) is the trivial group. Thus the preceding condition is not sufficient to prove injectivity even in the case of finite groups.
Assume now that G + Aut(NS) does factor through GS. Then the map NS -+ Aut(NS), whose kernel is precisely the center of NS, factors through GS. Thus the kernel of the map NS -+ Gs is contained in the center of NS. We summarize our observations in the following proposition : PROPOSITION 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G, and S a set of prime numbers. A necessary condition that NS + GS be injective is that the map G -+Aut(NS) factor through GS. If NS is of type (F), this is the case ifand only of the closure of the image of G in the projinite group Aut(N') is a pro-S-group. If G ---t Aut( Ns) does factor through Gs, the kernel of the map IV' --* Gs is contained in the center of IV'. In particular, if ?i" has trivial center, the map

Ns -+ GS is injectice.
We consider now the simplest type of exact sequence. By hypothesis, G --t Aut(iV) has image an S-group. Let H be a complement to N in G and K the kernel of H + Aut(N). Then K is the centralizer in H of N and thus is normal in G. Moreover, the index of K in G involves only primes in S. As K n N = e, the proposition is proved.
We would like to consider now conditions on a profinite group H which imply that for any exact sequence of groups e-+N--+G-+H+e such that NS is of type (F) and G -+ Aut(NS) factors through GS (or equivalently, such that H + Aut(NS)/Inn(NS) factors through H'), the sequence (*) e+Ns-tGS-+Hs+e is exact.
We first observe that we have an exact sequence e-+Ns+G"*S+H-te and (GN*S)S = Gs. Thus it suffices to consider N such that N is a pro-S-group.
Secondly, since N = Ns is of type (F) we have the sequence of characteristic subgroups N, (recall that N, is the intersection of the subgroups of N of index less than or equal to n) which give a neighborhood basis of the identity in N. In order to prove (*) is exact it suffices to prove the S completion of the exact sequence
is exact for each n. Thus it suffices to consider N such that N is a finite S-group. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let H be a profinite group such that for all finite abelian S-grozcps A given with an HS module strzlcture the natural map H2(HS, A) -+ H'(H;
A
is exact. Concersel+r: if there is an A as abore such that H"(HS. A) -+ H2(H, A) is not surjectice, then there is an exact sequence e --f A + G + H -+ e such that A does not inject into GS.
Proof. By the previous observations it suffices to consider the case where N is a finite 
H'((H')s, C) = H2(HS, IM,~'~""(C)) H'(H', C) = H2(H, M,s'""'(C)).
Thus the proposition follows.
Remarks.
(1) The same proposition is true if we take H to be discrete rather than profinite where H'(H, A) is now the cohomology of the discrete group H. See [5, pp. l-161 for the case where S is the set of all primes.
(2) As the above proof suggests, we may obtain more precise information on the exactness of (*) by considering the cohomology groups H2(HS, C) and H*(H, C) where C is the center of NS with its natural structure as a continuous HS module. We will now prove a structure theorem for the automorphism group of a quasi-p-group. As a consequence of this theorem, we will obtain a simple reformulation of the condition that G + Aut(NP) have image a pro-p-group.
THEOREM
Let G be a quasi-p-group of type (F), P the intersection of the Sylow p-subgroups of G and F the Frattini subgroup of P, i.e. the intersection of the maximal proper subgroups of P. Then F and P are characteristic subgroups of G offinite index. Thus we have
Aut(G) + Aut(P/F) x Aut(G/P).
The kernel K of this homomorphism is a pro-p-group. Thus the automorphism group of a quasi-p-group of type (F) is a quasi-p-group.
Proof. We divide the proof into two parts. Let E = Ker(Aut(G) -+ Aut(G/P) x Aut(P)) and I = Ker(Aut(P) + Aut(P/F)).
Then e -+ E + K -+ I is exact and thus it is sufficient to prove that E and I are pro-p-groups.
Choose representatives hi. . , . , h, in G for each of the cosets of G/P. We claim that the map E + PC';" which sends the element f in E to the function q, where qs(h) =f-'(h)h-' is an injective group homomorphism.
We note that any element g of G has a unique representation g = qh with q in P and h one of the hi. Thenf-'(qh) = qf-'(h) = qqr(h)h and thus qs determines.funiquely. Now let f and f' be elements of E. We have
q/f(h) = (ff')_'(h)h_' = (f')_'(f-'(h)h_'h)h_' =f-'(h)h-'(f')-'(h)h-'
becausef-'(h)h-' is in P = q,(h)q,*(h).
Thus the map is a homomorphism. Since E is profinite. it is a closed subgroup of I'("') and thus it is a pro-p-group.
I is a pro-p-group.
We recall some basic facts from the theory of pro-p-groups of type (F): F is the intersection of the normal subgroups of index p and thus P/F is a finite abelian group of type (P. P, . . 7 p). The rank of P/F is equal to the minimal number of topological generators of P. In fact, {qi} topologically generate P if and only if the image set generates P/F. Now from the proof of the proposition of the preceding section we know that Aut(P) is the inverse limit of subgroups of the finite groups Aut(P/P,).
Since P is a pro-p-group, the different groups appearing in the sequence P, are P, = F, Ppr, . . . Note that the Frattini subgroup of P/P,, is just P,/P,.. Thus in order to prove that I is a pro-p-group it is sufficient to show that Ker(Aut(P/P,.,) -+Aut(P/F)) is a pro-p-group, i.e. it is sufficient to prove the proposition for finite p-groups. But this is true by a result of P. Hall (cf. [4, p. 162, result
7.3.121).
Remark. We may obtain an alternate proof of the second part of the above theorem by considering first the automorphism group of a finitely generated free pro-p-group and then applying this result to the case of an arbitrary finitely generated pro-p-group.
We recall that the minimum number of generators for a finitely generated pro-p-group N is equal to the dimension of the Z/pZ vector space X/F where F is the Frattini subgroup of N. 
GALOIS COHOMOLOCY AND THE CENTERS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF CURVES
In this section we will compute the centers of various groups which arise in algebraic geometry as the fundamental groups of curves. We will use freely the results in [5] on the cohomology of profinite groups.
Let I be a set and F(I) the discrete free group generated by the elements of I. Let X,, where S is a set of primes, be the family of normal subgroups .II of F(I) such that F(I)/M is a finite S-group and I'$f is finite. We denote the completion of F(I) with respect to X, by F,(I) and call it the free pro-S-group generated by I.
Let I be non-empty and S a set of rational primes. Then we have cdFs(I) = 1. This fact follows easily from [j, Chapter 1, Prop. 161. We recall that a pro-p-group is free if and only if cdG = cd,G = 1 and that the corresponding result is true for discrete groups.
PROPOSITION 8. Let I be a set with two or more elements. Then the group F,(Z) has trivial center.
Proof. Let p be in Sand let P be a Sylow p subgroup of F,(I). Then cci, P = 1 and thus P is a free pro-p-group.
Moreover. the natural map P + F,(I) is surjective and thus the minimal number of generators of P is greater than 1. The center of F,(I) is a closed abelian subgroup whose Sylow p subgroup is contained in the center of P. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for S consisting of one prime.
The center C of F,(I) is a free abelian pro-p-group and thus is trivial or isomorphic to Z,. We shall assume C is nontrivial and derive a contradiction.
Let g be an element of F,(I). Then the smallest closed subgroup of F,(1) containing C and g is abelian and free. Thus it is isomorphic to Z,. Thus some finite power of g is contained in C, i.e. F,(I)/C is a profinite group all of whose elements are of finite order. In particular, any homomorphism F,(I)IC -+ Z, is trivial. Since I has more than one element, there is a surjective map F,(I) -+ Z, with nontrivial kernel K. By the above it suffices to show that C is contained in K. If g is an element in K, some finite power of g lies in C. Since a free group contains no torsion elements, K n C is nontrivial.
Thus C/K n C is a torsion subgroup of Z, and so C is contained in K, a contradiction. We list below some of the properties of this group, all of which follow from the fact that for any TB module A we have H
*( T,, A) = H*(R, A).
(1) If T is a subgroup of Tg of finite index n, then T is isomorphic to TnCg-l)+l.
(2) The cohomological dimension of T, is 2, H'(7',, Z) = Zzg, H2(T,, Z) = Z and cup product defines a non-degenerate alternating form H' x H' -+ HZ.
We now proceed to prove comparison results for Tg and its profinite completions. The results will then be applied to compute the centers of these groups. We begin with the following lemma from homological algebra:
&, 93, %' be abelian categories and &A B, g 5 +? additive functors such that F is exact, H is left exact and ~4 and B have enough injectices. Since (R*H)F is a &functor, there is a unique morphism R*(HF) -+(R*H)F extending the identity R'(HF) = (R'H)F. For any positive integer n the following conditions are equivalent:
(
1) For every object A in d and every i < n, the natural morphism R'(HF)(A) + R'(H)F(A) is surjective. (2) For every object A in &' and every i < n, the natural morphism R'(HF)(A) -* R'(H)F(A) is an isomorphism, and the morphism R"(HF)(A) -+ R"(H)F(A) is injective. In particular. for any A in .& the morphism R'(HF)(A) -+ (R'H)F(A) is injective.
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that (1) implies (2).
Given A in d, let O+A> I-I/A +O be an exact sequence in ~4 with I injective.
Then R!(HF)(I) = 0 so we get a morphism of exact sequences 0 + HF(A) --* HF(I) + HF(I/A) -+ R'(HF)(A) -+ 0
II II II 1 1 0
--. HF(A) -+ HF(I) -+ HF(I/A) -+ (R'H)F(A) -+ (R'H)F(I).
Thus by the five lemma R'(HF)(A) +(R'H)F(A)
is injective and the lemma is true for n = 1. We proceed by induction on n.
Assume the lemma is true for n = m -1 and consider the morphism of exact sequences
-+ R"-'(HF)(Z/A) -+ R"(HF)(A) -+ 1 1 1 1 (R"-'H)F(I) 4 (R"-'H)F(I/A) -+ (R"H)F(A) -+ (R"H)F(I).
By hypothesis R"-'(HF)(A') -+ (R"-'H)F(A')
IS surjective for any A' in ,c3, and it is injective by the inductive hypothesis. Thus it is an isomorphism for any A'. In particular, it is an isomorphism for A' = I/A. By the five lemma R"(HF)(A) 4 (R"H)f(A) is injective.
There are two particular instances of this lemma which will be used in this section.
(1) Let G be a profinite group and S a set of primes. Let & be the category of S-torsion Gs modules, 5? the category of S-torsion G modules, %' the category of S-torsion abelian groups. F the functor "restrict operators from GS to G via the natural homomorphism G -+ GS" and H the functor sending A to AG. Then HF(A) = AGS.
LEMMA 12. With notation as abore, for any A in & the homomorphism H1(GS, A) + H'(G, A) is an isomorphism. and thus H'(GS, A) -+ H'(G, A) is injectice.
Proof. It is sufficient by Lemma 11 to show that any continuous crossed homomorphism h : G --+ A factors through GS. Since h is continuous, the image of h is finite and thus generates a finite GS submodule of A. Thus it is sufficient to consider A a finite group. Let
Let K' be its kernel and K" the intersection of the subgroups of G conjugate to K'. Then G/K" is a finite S-group and h factors through G/K". Thus h factors through GS.
(2) Let G be a discrete group and S a set of primes. Let 2 be the category of S-torsion G modules and let &, +?:, F and H be as in 1.
LEMMA 13. Let notation be as above, and assume that G is finitely generated. Then for
any A in & the homomorphism H'(GS, A) ---* H'(G, A) is an isomorphism, and thus H2(GS, A) + H*(G, A) is injectice.
Proof. By Lemma 11 it suffices to show that any crossed homomorphism h : G --) A factors (continuously) through GS. By Lemma 12 it is sufficient to consider S the set of all primes, and thus by the argument given there it is sufficient to show that h has finite image in A. But if g,, . . . , g,, generate G, then h(G) is contained in the smallest GS submodule of A generated by h(g,), . . . , h(g,). Thus h(G) is finite.
Remark. Lemma 13 fails to be true if the assumption that G is finitely generated is dropped. For example, let G be the free group on a countable infinity of generators, and let A be the direct sum of a countable infinity of copies of Z/22. Then the obvious surjective homomorphism G + A does not factor through G. PROPOSITION IS. For any set of primes S and any g > 1, the center of (T,)* is trivial.
Proof. Let C be the center of (T,)s. We shall show that for all p in S the Sylow p subgroup of C is trivial. As a consequence of Proposition 18 we have the analogs of Corollaries 9 and 10 for the groups T, with g > 1.
